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C. U. JENSEN AND H. LENZING, Model-Theoretic Algebra, Gordon & Breach, 1988, 443 pp. 
At last someone has come out with a clear statement that model theory is as useful to 
algebra as homological algebra. This rather complete survey of the applications of model 
theory to module theory and ring theory leaves little doubt that the concept of elementary 
equivalence, introduced by logicians and long ignored by professional algebraists, is here to 
stay and will sooner or later have to be included in the training of every algebraist, even those 
in algebraic number theory. 
I. Z. RUSZA, AND G. J. SZEKELY, Algebraic Probability Theory, Wiley, 1988, 251 pp. 
-Someone finally has the daring to state that the semigroup of probability distributions 
under convolution is of interest to algebraists as well as to probabilists. The only thing we 
miss in this detailed analysis of the structure of this semigroup-which leads the authors to 
touch upon other subjects at the intersection of probability and algebra-is a stronger 
presence of probabilistic notation. Perhaps the authors were concerned that professional 
algebraists might be scared off by a show of probabilistic thinking in the raw. 
P. C. CONSUL, Generalized Poisson Distributions, Dekker, 1989, 302 pp. 
At last, a thorough presentation of stochastic processes that relate to the Poisson process, 
especially compound Poisson processes, but without playing favorites. We have long thought 
that the compound Poisson process, far from being worth a series of exercises, or worse yet, 
far from being considered “trivial,” as some of the more opinionated probabilists do, is 
actually one of the mathematically more interesting stochastic processes, and a good way of 
relating probability to harmonic analysis without any “deus ex machina” such as charac- 
teristic functions. 
S. VICKERS, Topology via Logic, Cambridge Univ. Press, 1989, 200 pp. 
A short and readable account of a fascinating area where topology and logic meet. The term 
“pointless topology,” which we believe goes back to von Neumann (who used to refer 
disparagingly to his “pointless geometries”) has created a serious misunderstanding of this 
field. Sometimes one wonders what would have happened if topologies without points had 
been discovered before topologies with points, or if Grothendieck had known the theory of 
distributive lattices. Sooner or later, the truth wins out, as this book clearly proves, but we 
should try to see through our prejudices and make the truth win out sooner. 
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